
The Teaching and Learning Upgrade can be 

added to our Education Fundamentals or 

Education Standard editions* to transform 

learning with enhanced video 

communication, enriched class experiences, 

and tools to drive academic integrity.

Google-grade security and reliability are built in, giving you and 

your school community peace of mind. All features within the 

Teaching and Learning Upgrade are ad-free, and each virtual 

meeting is automatically encrypted.

Originality reports give students and teachers a tool to quickly and objectively scan work 

for missing citations and to identify original sources.

Provide enhanced video conferencing capabilities in Google Meet for teachers, students, 

administrators, and guardians to connect and work together virtually.

Help teachers create more compelling Classroom content by directly integrating 

their favorite tools and creating classes at scale with course templates. 

TEACHING AND LEARNING UPGRADE

Explore the Teaching and Learning Upgrade

* Learn more about each Google Workspace for Education edition at 
edu.google.com/workspaceforeducation

http://edu.google.com/teachingandlearningupgrade
http://edu.google.com/workspaceforeducation
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The Teaching and Learning Upgrade provides enhanced capabilities in Google Meet, 

Classroom, and Assignments. It works seamlessly with the other productivity tools in Google 

Workspace for Education, like Gmail, Docs, Calendar and more.

For each license, add 100 GB to your shared 

pool of storage, which ensures enough space 

to save recorded lessons and more in Google 

Photos, Drive, or Gmail.

Flex your budget by consolidating the cost of 

additional enhanced tools onto a single platform, 

and only pay for the licenses you need.

Proactively protect your school 

community with Education Standard 

premium security and insight controls 

so teaching and learning never stop. 

Or upgrade to a comprehensive 

solution with Education Plus, which 

includes both enhanced teaching and 

learning tools and proactive security 

and insights.

● Connect with up to 250 

participants in Google Meet or 

live stream to up to 10,000 

in-domain viewers

● Help students share what 

they’re thinking using 

interactive tools in Google 

Meet like Q&As, polls, and 

breakout rooms

● Easily monitor and keep 

classes on track in Google 

Meet with attendance reports 

● Record, save, and archive 

meetings directly to Drive to 

easily access later

● Create more compelling 

content with Classroom 

add-ons, integrating your 

favorite third-party tools right 

inside Classroom, all with a 

single sign-on

● Easily start new classes using 

course templates in Classroom

● Inspire new class ideas with an 

easily searchable template 

library

● Save time identifying potential 

plagiarism and help guide 

authentic student work with 

unlimited originality reports

● Identify peer matches by 

scanning work against a 

private domain-owned 

repository of past student 

submissions 

● Help students take ownership 

of their work and incorporate 

proper citations by providing 

more opportunities to check 

for originality
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